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Abstract

The Grid has the potential to couple resources, such as pc’s, supercom-
puters, mass-storage systems, and laboratory instruments all over the world
together. The Virtual Laboratory for e-Science (VL-e), which is built around
the Globus toolkit, is a solution for scientists who wish to make use of the
benefits of the Grid. It provides an intuitive way for designing complex
experiments, without knowledge of low-level Grid issues. VL-e experiments
can be decomposed into a graph, which connects generic processing ele-
ments called modules. A connection represents the flow of data between
modules. These modules need to be deployed to individual VL-e resources.
The objective of this thesis, is to propose an automated module deployment
and module management system for VL-e. An architecture for module de-
ployment is presented. Furthermore, the aspect of module management is
researched from a scientific perspective. An important task of module man-
agement is to remove the least needed module in case there is no more space
left on a VL-e resource. Trace-driven simulations are performed on real
and artificial data to find the best VL module replacement strategy. The
strategies used here, were originally designed for implementation in hard-
ware and web caching systems. It is interesting to observe their behavior
and performance in a completely different environment.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the last years, large scale computing in the scientific community has be-
come more and more common. In the past, all mass computing was carried
out on supercomputers or parallel computers/networks very controlled en-
vironments. Parallel networks had reliable connections between individual
nodes, and were mostly homogeneous.

However, more and more computers, laboratory instruments and mass-
storage systems are connected through the internet or other international
networks. If these could be linked together, there would be an enormous
capacity for mass computation and collaboration.

The concept of collaboration between heterogeneous resources is called
the Grid [1]. The Globus toolkit [2] is an implementation of the Grid con-
cept. It has emerged as a standard for building Grid applications.

In order to provide an extra layer which makes collaboration easier for
scientists and programmers, the Grid-based Virtual Laboratory Amsterdam
(VLAM-G) [3] was first developed. VLAM-G will be followed up by the
Virtual Laboratory for e-Science (VL-e), which is currently in development.
VLAM-G and VL-e are built around the Globus toolkit.

VL-e experiments are composed out of modules, and are the basic build-
ing blocks of the system. They contain all necessary information to enable
VL-e resources to perform a sub-task of the experiment such as software
libraries and executables. An example of a VL-e experiment, in the chemo-
physical application domain, is the chemical analysis of the surface of de-
grading old master paintings like those by Rembrandt [4]. This particular
experiment can be divided into four general steps: data acquisition from a
storage system, data analysis using a Fourier transform, quality control and
visualization. These tasks are distributed to independent resources by the
Resource Manager. All of these resources need modules to be installed and
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deployed prior to performing a task. When all tasks have been successfully
distributed to a resource, the experiment can be started.

Suppose that, during run-time, one of these resources fall out for common
reasons like losing network connection or experiencing hardware failures. In
the experiment concerning the aging paintings, the resource which performs
analysis may fail. As a result, the entire experiment stalls, since we are
unable to analyze the raw data and therefore can produce no visual out-
put. In the worst case, if no resource is available containing a pre-installed
analysis module, we need to reinstall the same module completely manually
on another system. Manual installation consumes a considerable amount of
time. First, a suitable new resource needs to be found to install the module
on. Second, the module needs to be transported to the new resource. Third,
taking into account the specifications of the new resource, the module needs
to be installed. Tedious as this manual process seems, it can get even worse.
The only copy of the required module may have been on the machine which
is down. Additionally, the average (non-computer) scientist does not have
the skills, or privileges, to perform these manual steps. By the time the sys-
tem administrator has been found and is willing to do the job, the paintings
have aged so much that we need to start over the entire experiment.

As we can learn from the example above, the requirement of manual
module deployment contrasts with all design goals of VL-e. An automated
module deployment system is therefore absolutely essential for VL-e to func-
tion efficiently. The goal of this thesis is to propose such a system. It should
be both simple and flexible, from the perspective of the user. As little user
interference as possible should be needed to deploy a module to a resource.

Our deployment system incorporates all of the above requirements. Fur-
thermore, components in our system are designed to have a high level of
fault tolerance; when one of the components fail, others can take over. For
example, a part of our system is the Global Module Repository. It contains
all modules in a domain. A resource may retrieve a required module from
there. When a Global Module Repository is down, the resource may also
retrieve the module from other resources where the module is installed al-
ready. Additionally, it is possible to retrieve Modules from Global Module
Repositories in other domains. All of these resources can be found using
another component in a VL-e domain, the Resource Index.

We research a selection of popular software deployment and/or retrieval
systems, which can be used for module deployment. Their individual ad-
vantages and disadvantages are weighed to see which system is best suited
for integration into the deployment

Another very important aspect is module management. Once modules
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are deployed they reside on the hard drive of the resource. However, there
is only a limited amount space available for the modules. This is why there
needs to be some sort of a removal policy, which uninstalls a module when
the quota is reached. We review several replacement policies, which perform
this sort of task within the traditional scientific area of caching. Our aim is
to determine if these policies are suitable for usage in a module management
system on a VL-e resource. We perform trace-driven module replacement
simulations, using real and artificial traces. From the results, we try to
decide which of the replacement strategies is the most suitable for our envi-
ronment.

Chapter 1 Introduction.

Chapter 2 A general description of the Virtual Laboratory for e-Science
and an introduction to the concept of modules.

Chapter 3 Requirements for a module deployment and management sys-
tem. Module deployment architecture. Module management. Intro-
duction to classic cache replacement policies: LFU, LRU, Size, Hybrid
and LUV and their usability for module management.

Chapter 4 Simulation of module replica management. Simulations per-
formed using a Netherlands UNIX User Group download log, and ar-
tificially generated trace files. Results and discussion of the results.

Chapter 5 Conclusions and Future Work.
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Chapter 2

The Virtual Laboratory for

e-Science (VL-e)

The Virtual Laboratory for e-Science is an ongoing project. The Faculty of
Science of the Universiteit van Amsterdam and many other organizations
and companies participate in this project. It is based on the completed
VLAM-G project. Both projects share the goal of developing a middle-
layer which provides scientists an intuitive platform for developing grid-
applications. It is based on the popular Globus toolkit, which is an imple-
mentation of the grid concept.

Creating grid applications directly, using Globus, is of course a possi-
bility. However, some scientists, specialized in areas of science which can
benefit from grid-technology, don’t have the necessary programming skills.
VL-e aims to be a solution for this group.

In addition to making the development of Grid applications easier for
scientists, VL-e is also designed to be as generic as possible. The project
does not focus on one scientific discipline in particular. Researchers from,
for example, biology, chemistry and physics should all be able to benefit
from this technology.

An application created within VL-e has a modular design. These modules
may accept input and generate some kind of output and may be connected
using the topology editor. We explain these concepts in the next sections.

2.1 VL-e Architecture

To give an impression about the environment where our module deployment
system will be used, we will very briefly describe the major components
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Figure 2.1: VL-e Architecture [5]

of the Virtual Laboratory for e-Sciences architecture. The architecture is
displayed in figure 2.1 [5].

The components which are blue-colored are permanent, while the yellow-
colored components only exist within the scope of a session. These compo-
nents are called System Wide and Session Wide components, respectively.

The Session Wide components are created when an experiment is started
and terminated when the experiment is finished.

Session Factory Creates an instance of the Session Manager.

Session Manager Controls all session activities

Experiment Manager Consists of the Process Flow Template, the Study
and the Topology. The components of the Experiment Manager are
covered in section 2.2.

Collaboration Provides a way for VL-e users to interact with other users.

VIMCO Contains all information about virtual experiments in VL-E.

Assistant Assists the user in composing an experiment, by providing tem-
plates and information about previously conducted experiments.
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Figure 2.2: Process Flow Template (PFT) [5]

RTSM Factory The Run-Time System Manager factory creates an in-
stance of the RTSM for each experiment.

RTSM The Run-Time System Manager distributes the VL-e experiment
over several resources (VL-e nodes) by dividing it into tasks. Starts
and monitors the experiment as well.

Resource Manager Discovers, locates and selects suitable resources ac-
cording to the requirements of modules. Described in more detail in
section 3.2.1.

*Module Deployment, Cache and Repository The area of focus in this
thesis, our new automated module deployment and management sys-
tem.

The above VL-e components are described extensively in the publication
about the Grid-based Virtual Laboratory Amsterdam (VLAM-G) [3].
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2.2 Process Flow Template and Topology Editor

The Graphical User Interface (GUI) provides the main interaction with de-
velopers and users. It consists of the Process Flow Template (PFT) editor,
the PFT viewer and the Topology editor. The PFT is displayed on the
upper right side in figure 2.2. All experiments created in VL-e start with
a domain-specific PFT. The Process Flow Template (PFT) is created by a
domain expert. It defines a certain type of scientific experiment. The PFT
consists of a formalized abstraction of the data and processing steps involved
in such an experiment. A PFT can be created using the PFT editor. Users
in such a scientific domain can create an instance of the PFT, called the
Process Flow Instance (PFI) or study. A selection of attribute values may
be modified by the user to accommodate his/her specific experiment.

In the Topology editor, the end-user is allowed to define the processing
elements composing his experiment. Such an experiment is represented by
a number of modules in a directed data flow graph, which is introduced in
the next section.

2.3 Modules

Modules are an important concept within VL-e. A study is represented by
a directed data flow graph (DFG) or by a Kahn diagram. In VL-e, the
software entities within such a graph are called modules. Modules can be
experiment-specific or generic. They contain software (libraries) which allow
the module to run on a VL-e node. Modules can be connected by arrows,
which represent data streams between them. An example of the decompo-
sition of an experiment into modules, a topology, is displayed on the lower
right side in figure 2.2.

An example of a typical module task is a Fast Fourier Transform. The
module operates an fft on some data set and generates output. Modules
may be used in multiple topologies. Modules are the building blocks for
VL-e applications. A module needs to be transported to, and installed on
the resources you would like to use the module on. We call this module
deployment. Modules are stored in a database called the module repository.

At the moment, module deployment has to be performed manually within
the VL-e environment. This imposes several restrictions on the VL-e sys-
tem: all clients have to be known and we need to know their specifications,
OS, and whether a module may have already been deployed. It is also very
time consuming.
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It is clear that it is desirable to automate this, since a Grid environment
is usually very heterogeneous and dynamic. Nodes can join and leave the
grid frequently. When the VL-e network grows, manual deployment becomes
more and more impractical.

In this thesis we propose a method to deploy modules automatically. It
is also important to manage the modules after they are deployed. These
subjects are described in detail chapter 3.
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Chapter 3

Module Deployment and

Management

In this chapter, we present our architecture which can be used within the VL-
e environment to deploy modules automatically. We first state requirements
(section 3.1).

In section 3.2.1, the individual components of the proposed architecture
and their relations are described.

There are many existing systems which could potentially be used for
module retrieval and/or module deployment. We made a selection of the
most popular software deployment tools and compare them in section 3.2.3.

The local module repositories on the nodes need to be maintained. Mod-
ule management takes care of removing modules from the repository when
there is no more disk space (or quota) for modules left on the node. The
LFU, LRU, Size, Hybrid and LUV strategies, used in caching systems, are
introduced and their relevance for module management is explained.

In section 3.3.4 the issue of dependency relations between modules and
their impact on module management is raised.

3.1 Requirements

There are some general requirements which the automated module deploy-
ment and management system needs to satisfy. They are in line with the
requirements of the VL-e system in general. Furthermore, the automatic
deployment system should address all shortcomings of the current manual
deployment system. The example of the analysis of paintings in the intro-
duction raises some of these shortcomings and we translated them into our
set of requirements.
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Figure 3.1: Deploying Modules

Heterogeneity The system should work on as many platforms as possible.
This is in line with a general requirement, which aims to make the VL-
e project as generic as possible. This increases the number of potential
resources.

Fault tolerance The system should have a high degree of fault tolerance.
We need to build in some redundancy, in case components in the sys-
tem fail. This can be achieved by setting up the system in a flexible
and distributed manner.

Scalability It should be easy to add new nodes, institutions and subnet-
works, which extend the VL-e network.

Automation The user, and even the administrator, should need as little
knowledge as possible to be able to use the system. The (domain)
administrator only needs to set some (one-time) basic settings for the
resources, such as quota.
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3.2 Module Deployment

As was mentioned in the introduction, module deployment in the VL-e en-
vironment is performed manually currently. We propose an architecture in
this thesis to automate this. Module deployment consists of 3 general steps.

1. Finding the right resource

2. Retrieving the module

3. Installing the module

The framework presented will facilitate these steps and is intended for inte-
gration into the VL-e project.

3.2.1 Architecture Components

In figure 3.1 an overview of the module deployment architecture is displayed.
In this subsection, each component in the figure is introduced.

Run-Time System Manager Factory The Run-Time System Manager
factory creates an instance of the RTSM for each experiment when it receives
a request to run an application (composed of a set of connected modules).
The modules need to be distributed to individual VL-e nodes. The RTSMF
uses the Resource Manager to find them. When the Resource Manager
returns suitable nodes, the RTSM factory translates the schedule to the
RTSM for execution.

Run-Time System Manager The Run-Time System Manager (RTSM)
is an existing component within the current VL-e architecture. It performs
the distribution of tasks to Grid-enabled resources, starts the experiment
and monitors its execution. The distribution schedule is received from the
RTSMF. In the case that modules have to be deployed to one or more VL-e
nodes, this is passed on to the Module Deployer which performs the job.
The Module Deployer reports back to the RTSM whether deployment was
successful.

Resource Manager The Resource Manager is an existing component
within the current VL-e architecture. The Resource Manager handles re-
source discovery, location and selection according to module requirements.
It maps tasks to resources to optimize experiment performance utilizing a
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number of algorithms and scheduling techniques. Several resource allocation
algorithms were presented and compared in [6].

There are many factors which may be considered to decide to which
VL-e node a task should be mapped. These factors include performance
requirements set by modules to ensure efficient execution:

• Architecture

• CPU clock speed

• Operating system

• Available memory

• Available disk space

• Bandwidth

• Location

All of the above information is available from the Resource Index. Another
factor in deciding where a task should be executed is the availability of
resources where the required module is already deployed. We must give
priority to distributing tasks to these resources, since it saves time and
network load by preventing unnecessary module deployment. The Resource
Manager communicates with the Resource Index to retrieve information
whether the required module has already been deployed on one or more
resources.

After all tasks of a experiment have been deployed by the Run-Time
System Manager, the Resource Manager continues to monitor the resources
during the execution phase in case rescheduling is needed.

Resource Index The Resource Index is a global component which pro-
vides information about which modules are deployed on which VL-e re-
sources. Each module has a unique fingerprint which makes sure that index-
ing is non-ambiguous. In addition to module information, the Resource In-
dex also keeps information about the characteristics of each resource (CPU,
OS, memory etc.).

The Resource Manager uses the information from the Resource Index
to decide how to distribute experiment tasks to VL-e resources. To keep
the Resource Index up-to-date, VL-e nodes report to the Resource Index
whenever a change takes place in the installed modules.
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Module Deployer The Module Deployer receives the command from the
Run-Time System Manager to deploy a certain module on one or more VL-
e nodes, which have been selected by the Resource Manager. The Module
Deployer initiates contact with individual nodes in a parallel fashion. It
reports back to the RTSM if the node was reachable. If this was the case,
the Module Deployer indicates whether or not installation was successful. If
it was not successful, an error code is passed on to the RTSM.

The RTSM (together with the Resource Manager) may always decide,
in the meantime, to deploy the module to more VL-e nodes.

Module Installer The Module Installer is a component on the target VL-
e node. It receives information from the Module Deployer (in the outside
world) to retrieve and install a certain module. If there is enough disk
space in the Local Module Repository, the command is passed on to the
Module Retriever. This component retrieves the module and passes it to the
Installer. The installer installs the module to the Local Module Repository.
When a module is not needed anymore, it is uninstalled by the Module
Installer as well.1 The result of the installation attempt is reported back to
the Module Deployer. The Module Installer is partly implemented by using
an existing packaging and deployment system, see section 3.2.3.

Module Retriever The Module Retriever is a local component on the
target VL-e node, and receives a command from the Module Installer to
retrieve a specific module. It contacts a Resource Index and checks if there
is another VL-e node which already possesses the module. If this is the case,
the Local Repository of the node is contacted and the module is retrieved.
If there is no VL-e node available containing the module, the Global Module
Repository may be contacted to retrieve the module from there.

When the module has been retrieved, a copy is sent to the Module Installer
and a copy is placed directly into the Local Repository.

The Module Retriever may be partly implemented by using an existing pack-
aging and deployment system, see section 3.2.3.

Global Module Repository The Global Module Repository is the com-
ponent where all existing modules are stored. Only in the case that a module
is not available from another VL-e node, may the module be retrieved from

1Most uninstalls are performed because of lack of disk space or quota. This is covered
from section 3.3, about module management.
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the Global Module Repository. This is to balance the load.

If a new module is introduced in VL-e, it should be submitted to the Global
Module Repository first. From there the module can spread over the VL-e
network, when nodes start requesting it.

Local Module Repository The Local Module Repository a local com-
ponent (present on all VL-e nodes) where all retrieved and deployed modules
are stored. There are in fact two copies of each module. One is the packed
module file itself and the other is the unpacked and installed module. This
ensures that the node can always be contacted by another VL-e node to
provide one of the installed modules.

Module Manager The Module Manager basically acts as a referee. It
decides whether a module is allowed to be installed and which modules
should be uninstalled in case the resource runs out of hard drive space or
quota. A replacement policy is used to determine which module should be
uninstalled when a new module needs to be deployed, and there is a lack of
space.

These subjects are described in detail in section 3.3 and chapter 4.3.

3.2.2 Fault Tolerance and Scalability

Two requirements of the module deployment system are fault tolerance and
scalability. They are tightly related to each other. In order to meet both
requirements, we must focus on the Global Module Repository and the Re-
source Index.

Having just one Global Module Repository might suffice in case of a small
VL-e network. However, problems will arise when the VL-e network grows
in size. In case that the Global Repository is down, modules can only be
downloaded directly from VL-e nodes. Problems are even more serious when
the Resource Index is down. No module information can be retrieved and
the status (which modules are installed where) can’t be updated.

Apart from possible downtime issues, bandwidth and capacity limitations
can become a problem in a growing VL-e system.

Distributing both components ensures that both the fault tolerance and
the scalability requirements are met. A setup may be devised where each
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domain has its own Resource Index and Global Module repository. The dis-
tributed components may communicate with each other if a module can’t
be found within the own domain. Each VL-e node should have a list of mul-
tiple Resource Indexes and Global Module Repositories, in case that these
components are down in the local domain.

3.2.3 Packaging and Deployment System

Our aim is to automatically place software on VL-E nodes. This means
that the software should be packed, transported to the node and installed.
This may seem trivial. However, there are many issues and requirements to
address.

3.2.3.1 Requirements

Simplicity The software should be packed as one single file; the module.
This makes transport simple and efficient.

Dependency Most software is component based, which means that a piece
of software depends on one or more other software components. These
components may in turn depend on other components. Such a set of
dependency relations are called a dependency tree. When deploying
a module, these software dependencies need to be resolved as well.
Dependency resolving is a very complex subject. A lot of research has
been done on this subject. All existing deployment systems have their
own dependency resolving methods. The issue of dependencies within
module management is discussed in detail in section 3.3.4.

Heterogeneity Deployment of modules should be possible on as many ar-
chitectures and operating systems as possible. Of course, this does not
only depend on the deployment system, but also on the compatibility
of the modules themselves. There are two ways to make sure that a
module can be deployed on multiple platforms. The preferred way is
to include the source code of the software in the module, so that it
can be compiled on many platforms. The VL-e group promotes this
option. It is currently researching if there are any obstacles for using
source-based modules within the VL-e architecture.

However, including the source code is not always possible. There might
simply be no access to the source code, because the module uses third
party or legacy software. In this case we must add binaries of all
platforms we want to support to the module. A module deployment
system must therefore be able to support both sources and binaries.
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3.2.3.2 Existing Systems

There are many available packaging and deployment systems. The most well
known are Debian's APT (Advanced Packaging Tool) [7] and RPM (Red
Hat Package Manager) [8]. Many other (commercial) packaging systems are
based on one of these systems. Yum is also well known, and is based on
RPM.

Red Hat Package Manager [8] The Red Hat Package Manager installs,
updates, uninstalls, and veri�es software. RPM has been designed originally
for Red Hat Linux, however, it is available for many Linux distributions now.

Each RPM �le contains a package label which has the following infor-
mation:

� Software name

� Software version (the version of the software which is packaged)

� Package release (number of times the package has been rebuilt. Also
often used for indicating the distribution the package is intended for)

� The architecture the package was built under

Source code may also be distributed in RPM packages. Such package labels
obviously do not have an architecture part.

Some packages will not operate properly unless some other package is
installed too. RPM makes sure that the package being installed will have
its dependency requirements met. It will also insure that the packages in-
stallation will not cause dependency problems for other, already installed,
packages. In case a dependency problem arises, the user receives feedback
from RPM and should resolve it him/herself before the package can be in-
stalled. Possible dependencies of a package are stated in the RPM itself.

In the background, the RPM database is continuously maintained. It
contains the information of all installed RPMs. Additionally, it tracks all
�les which are created and changed when a package is deployed. Therefore,
when a package needs to be uninstalled, everything can easily be reverted
to the situation prior to deployment.

RPM is very popular and powers Fedora Core, Red Hat, SuSE Pro-
fessional, SuSE Enterprise, Novell Linux Desktop, Novell Open Enterprise
Server, Mandriva, CentOS and many more.
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Advanced Packaging Tool [7] The Advanced Packaging Tool is a pack-
aging and deployment tool originally created for Debian. However, like
RPM, it is now available on many more Linux distributions.

APT greatly simplifies the process of installing and removing software on
Unix systems, by automating the retrieval (from internet, network, or cd),
the configuration, the compiling and the installation of software from APT
sources. Package upgrades may also be performed using a single command.

Software is retrieved from APT repositories which are listed in a con-
figuration file. It is very easy to create your own APT repository. The list
of packages which are available on the repositories is cached locally. This
makes it faster to find a resource which has the requested software. The list
may be updated by issuing an update command.

APT is also able to resolve dependencies completely automatically. No
user intervention is needed. Necessary software packages can be retrieved
and deployed automatically. When an installation or upgrade command is
provided, APT will first search its cached list of packages and list dependent
packages (dependencies) it needs to install or upgrade, and automatically
fetches, configures and installs them.

A modified version of APT which can handle RPM files is available as
well. This tool is called apt4rpm.

APT comes standard with Linux distributions such as Debian GNU/Linux,
Ubuntu Linux, Xandros, MEPIS, Knoppix and Linspire.

Yellowdog Updater, Modified [9] Yum (the Yellowdog Updater, Mod-
ified) is derived from yup, an automated package updater originally devel-
oped for Yellowdog Linux, hence its name. Yum stands for ”Yellowdog Up-
dater, Modified”. Yum is an extension to RPM, which it uses for packaging
and dependency checking.

Yum has many similarities with APT. Like APT, yum has the ability
to retrieve, install and resolve dependencies automatically. Yum uses the
headers of RPM files to find out dependencies and retrieves and installs
these RPMs for the user. Yum uses a list of repositories as well, which can
also be easily set up.

Yum is only available on Red Hat and Fedora distributions.

3.2.3.3 Choosing a VL-e Packaging and Deployment System

There are not many differences between yum and APT. The choice is ba-
sically to use one of these systems, or the more low-level RPM. Yum and
APT have the advantage over RPM that they perform many tasks com-
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pletely automatically such as retrieval and dependency resolving. Yum and
APT deploy all software components on which the main component depends
without the need of user input. This is a feature which is very useful if we
would like the deployment system to be fully automated.

Both systems are available as open source under the GNU public license,
which is beneficial for customizing them for VL-e, if necessary. Creating a
repository is straightforward for both systems as well. This is important
because when a VL-e node retrieves (and installs) a module, the module
should end up in a local repository. A module will not only be available
from a global repository, but also from one or more nodes.

APT and yum are also able to update all packages using only one com-
mand, which may be useful for updating modules in VL-e.

There are some advantages of APT over yum. APT seems to be faster
and is available on more Linux distributions then yum.

Using RPM also has its advantages. Since it is more low level, RPM is
better customizable for the VL-e environment. For example, in the future,
we may want to split up a module into multiple parts during retrieval. A
module may then be downloaded from multiple locations at once. Since
RPM does not take care of retrieval itself (unlike Yum and APT), we need
to implement this independently from RPM.

When weighed all advantages and disadvantages, we recommend using
APT or yum, and customizing them for VL-e. Both systems support many
Linux distributions. However, they don’t support Windows or Macintosh.
This leaves out a large number of potential VL-e nodes, which unfortunately
conflicts with our heterogeneity requirement.

3.3 Module Management

The local Module Repository needs to be maintained by the Module Man-
ager. Each VL-e resource will run a module managing process. One of its
functions is to clear up space in the repository when it is full. The system
administrator of each node may decide for him/herself how much quota he
wants to allocate to the Module Repository. A policy needs to be found to
automate module removal. It should decide which module(s) is/are the least
needed. This is a well know problem in caching systems. When a decision is
made, one or more modules (depending on the space needed) are uninstalled
and this is reported back to the Resource Index.

In the remainder of this chapter a module management scenario is sketched.
Several cache replacement policies and their relation to the module manage-
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Figure 3.2: Module Management Scenario

ment are discussed. Furthermore, we consider dependency issues in module
management. In chapter 4 the cache replacement policies are analyzed.

3.3.1 Module Management Process

The Module Manager has the (complicated) task to manage module instal-
lations and uninstalls. A representative scenario of the installation of a
module is depicted in figure 3.2. It describes what happens in the case that
there is not enough space in the Module Repository to install the new mod-
ule. Since the focus lies on module management in this section, only the
Module Installer, Module Manager and Module Repository are displayed.

In figure 3.2, a request arrives from the Module Deployer2 to retrieve and
install a certain module (step 1). Before the Module Installer may retrieve
and install the module, it must first ask the Module Manager for permission.
In this scenario, the Module Manager checks if the Module Repository has
enough space left for installation of the new module (and for the packed
module). It finds out it does not. This implies that modules should be
removed to clear up space in the Repository. Now the Module Manager
gives permission to retrieve the module. Only when this is successful, the
Module Manager starts looking for modules to be removed. This is a safe-

2This component is not depicted in figure 3.2. See figure 3.1.
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guard to make sure that no modules are uninstalled, in case the new module
could not be retrieved properly. Now the module manager decides, using
a replacement policy, which old module is least needed. Now the Module
Installer uninstalls that module. This is reported to the Resource Index in
step 11 (figure 3.2). The Module Manager checks if there is sufficient space
now. In our scenario there is and the module may be installed by the Mod-
ule Installer. Installation does not only mean unpacking and configuring the
module. An original (packed) copy of the module is also be placed in the
Module Repository (see section 3.2.1). If there is still not enough space left,
steps 8 to 13 are be repeated until there is. Finally, after installation, the
Module Deployer is notified of the successful module deployment.

3.3.2 Caching and Replacement Policies

A replacement policy is needed by the Module Manager to determine which
modules can be removed. We therefore look at other scientific areas where
replacement strategies are already used. The areas where most research on
this subject has been done are hardware caching and web caching.

When the concept of using caches in computers to decrease access times
to data was introduced, a way to discard data when the cache becomes sat-
urated was also needed. Several techniques where developed to improve the
so called hit ratio.

In caching systems, when the processor requests a page and the cache
can provide it, a cache hit is registered. If this is not the case, we register a
cache miss. The hit ratio is defined by equation 3.1:∑

i∈R hi∑
i∈R fi

(3.1)

where R is the set of all accessed data/documents, hi is the total num-
ber of hits for page/document i and fi is the total number of requests for
page/document i.

Web caching aims to reduce latency by bringing documents closer to the
requestor. Many replacement policies were designed for this form of caching.
In web caching we have more aspects to consider than just optimizing the
hit ratio, which complicates matters:

- Object sizes are usually not of equal size

- Retrieval latency in case of a miss is not constant
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Therefore we need to introduce some additional metrics. The byte hit ratio
is defined by equation 3.2. ∑

i∈R si.hi∑
i∈R si.fi

(3.2)

where si is the size of document i

The delay saving ratio (or reduced latency) is defined by equation 3.3.∑
i∈R di.hi∑
i∈R di.fi

(3.3)

where di is the mean fetch delay from server for document i

These metrics better reflect the properties of web caching [10]. Addition-
ally, module caching is similar to web caching, which is explained in section
3.3.3. When implementing a cache, usually one of the metrics is chosen for
optimization. If one would, for example, want to save network bandwidth,
the delay saving ratio should be optimized.

Now we descibe the replacement strategies which are used in our simula-
tions.

3.3.2.1 Least Frequently Used (LFU)

LFU simply evicts the module3 which is requested least frequently first. In
other words, LFU relies on the assumption that a module which has been
requested often in the past stands a big chance being requested in the future.
Implementation of this algorithm is not complicated. The computational
(time) complexity of LFU is logarithmic, O(log(n)).

However, there are some drawbacks. The policy is not very adaptive.
The cache may become polluted with unpopular modules. When a very
popular module suddenly becomes unpopular, it could stay in the cache for
a long time.

Occurrences of ties are an issue to consider as well. There should be a
selection criterium in case of a tie, which complicates implementation.

3.3.2.2 Least Recently Used (LRU)

LRU attempts to solve the problem from a different angle. It assumes that
if a module has been requested recently, it will probably be requested again

3From now on we will use the word ”module” or ”package” which is the equivalent of
a ”document” or ”page” in hardware and web caching.
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in the near future. The module which has been requested the longest time
ago will therefore be evicted in the case of cache saturation.

Implementation of this algorithm is very simple. Computational time
complexity is linear, O(1), which is a considerable improvement over LFU.

A module which is requested frequently but with big time intervals may
still result in misses for this module. This is a weakness of LRU.

3.3.2.3 Size

The Size [11] algorithm evicts the largest module first. A tie may occur
when there are multiple largest modules. The original implementation of
this algorithm does not include additional criteria for resolving these.

Because Size evicts all large modules, many small modules fit in the
cache. This results in the hit rate being optimized. However, because the
cache will be polluted with small modules only, Size usually performs much
worse in the byte hit rate and the reduced latency metrics. The computa-
tional complexity of Size is logarithmic, O(log(n)).

3.3.2.4 Hybrid

The Hybrid [12] policy aims to optimize the access latency. Hybrid uses a
function to assign a value to each module. Wooster and Abrams defined this
function as follows in equation (3.4) for module p:

u(p) =
(
rtts +

Wb

bs

)
∗ (nrefp)Wn

Sp
(3.4)

where rtts is the round trip delay to server s where the module originates,
bs is the bandwidth between the cache and the server s, nrefp is the number
of times module p was requested since it is in the cache and Sp is size of
module p.

Wb and Wn are constants. Wb can be adjusted to reflect the importance
of the connection time against the bandwidth. Wn represents the impor-
tance of module frequency versus module size.
Hybrid has a logarithmic computational complexity, O(log(n)).

3.3.2.5 Least Unified Value (LUV)

The Least Unified Value (LUV) algorithm [13], designed by Bahn et al.,
uses frequency, recency and size information. Most other policies use just
one or two of these aspects. Another difference with most other replacement
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policies is that LUV can be adjusted to optimize the desired metric: hit ratio,
byte hit ratio and reduced latency.

LUV attempts to combine the good properties of LRU and LFU. It
can therefore be categorized as a policy in the LRFU category (Least Re-
cently/Frequently Used) [14].

The LUV algorithm assigns a value to modules which is calculated as follows:

V alue(i) = p(i) ∗Weight(i) (3.5)

where p(i) is the estimated re-reference potential of a module i.
Weight(i) is the retrieval cost of module i per unit size and is formally
defined as:

Weight(i) = ci/si (3.6)

where ci represents the cost and si the size of module i.
p(i) is a function which estimates the re-reference potential using time dif-
ferences

p(i) =
k∑

j=1

(
1
2

)λ.tdiff (j)

(3.7)

where k is the number of previous appearances of module i and tdiff (j) is
the time elapsed since occurrence j of module i. λ is a parameter which can
be adjusted to optimize a desired metric. The (1/2)λ.x part of the function
was used from the original LRFU implementation by D. Lee et al. [14].

In other words, p(i) takes into account all past references (and the time
of occurrence) of a module. Furthermore, more recent references have big-
ger weights than older references. Retrieval cost and module size are taken
into consideration by the multiplication of p(i) with Weight(i).

The constant may be set to values 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1. If the value is set closer
to 0, frequency information becomes more important. If λ approaches 1,
the accent shifts to more recent references. λ must be computed offline and
its value depends on a combination of the properties of the trace and the
desired result.

When looking at this algorithm, it may appear as if the complexity of
calculating and recording the V alues makes implementation impractical.
This is not the case, as the authors proved in [13]. They proved that the
V alue associated with a module only changes when the module is requested.
It is also possible to calculate the new V alue of a module at the kth reference
easily from the value of a module at the (k − 1)th reference:
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Figure 3.3: Dependency relations between modules

V aluei(k) = p(θ).V aluei(k − 1) + ci/si (3.8)

where θ is the time since the last request of module i at time (k − 1).

These properties give the policy a very reasonable time complexity of O(log(n)).

3.3.3 Module Replica Management

Module replica management in the VL-e environment is comparable to web
caching. However, the properties are of a different order. Modules are
usually bigger in size than the average web page. Other characteristics may
also differ.

The effectiveness of existing replacement policies within a module man-
agement environment must be researched. We need to run simulations to
analyze their performance, since these policies were traditionally used in the
areas of hardware or web caching.

For a simulation, we need input data. VL-e traces are, of course, not yet
available since modules are deployed manually. We therefore have to find a
similar alternative. It is possible to create an artificial trace file which we
can use as input. However, for a completely new application it is very hard
to estimate the parameters to generate a realistic trace file. yet big enough
predict these properties for the future.

In chapter 4 we discuss how to tackle this problem, and simulate and
analyze the results.

3.3.4 Dependency Issues

As we discussed in section 3.2.3.1, there are dependency issues to consider
in module deployment. However, there are possible implications for module
management as well.

In figure 3.3, it can see why this might be the case. The figure represents a
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Figure 3.4: Avoiding dependency relations

simplified view of a module repository on a VL-e node. The dots represent
modules, distinguished by characters A, B, C, and D. The arrows visualize
dependency relations between modules.

Modules B and C depend on module A. This means that in order for B
and C to function correctly, module A needs to be deployed. D on the other
hand, is completely independent and needs no other modules to be installed.

Suppose that the module repository has reached its space or quota limit,
and we need to remove a module. If a replacement policy judges that mod-
ule D is the least needed, there arise no problems. However, when it is
decided that A is the least needed module at the moment, we are left with
two non working modules. B and C depended on A. Now B and C are
useless and should be uninstalled. As can be seen, this conflicts with the
replacement policy. Modules are removed which, according to the replace-
ment policy, should not be removed.

There are several solutions to this problem. There is a replacement policy
which can handle these kind of dependency issues. The Least Frequently
Used policy counts the number of requests and removes the policy with the
least amount of requests. This ensures that a ”parent” module (A) is never
removed before a ”child” module (B or C). In the worst case scenario, a
tie may occur. As a tiebreaker, we remove the module in the dependency
tree, on which no other module depends. In other words, we remove the
leaf of the tree. There is a drawback to this method, the tiebreaker may
increase time and space complexity somewhat (since we need to maintain
dependency trees).

Another method is to make each module independent. This is accomplished
by packing the module the user would like to install, together with the com-
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plete module tree it depends on. This is depicted in figure 3.4. As can be
seen, module X and Y both contain module A, on which B and C depend.
X and Y are now completely separate entities since they both depend on
their own A. While this resolves dependency problems, it is quite inefficient
because there exist multiple copies of A in the repository. However, this
could be partly resolved by including modules, which are very often needed,
in the standard installation on a VL-e node. Modules included in the stan-
dard installation are immune from removal by a replacement policy.

Since we would like to compare different replacement policies in this thesis,
and for simplicity reasons, we decide to assume the last scenario.
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Chapter 4

Simulation and Results

In this chapter we discuss how we performed our simulations, which data we
used as input and present the results of the simulations. In the final sections
of this chapter, the results will be analyzed and discussed.

4.1 Simulating Module Caching

An artificial trace alone can not capture all of the behavior of a real trace.
This is why we used a trace which we expect to have similarities with real
future data of module requests.

We used a download log from the ftp-site of the Netherlands UNIX User
Group (http://www.nluug.nl) for our trace-driven simulations. It contains
all Linux RPM downloads (from several distributions) for a period of 11
days. It contains information such as size, url, time-to-download and time
of download.

Although the download log is similar to a trace, there are some differ-
ences. NLUUG users download their files from a single server. There is no
caching is involved, either. A VL-e trace would come a VL-e node receiving
requests for modules. In case of a miss they are retrieved from another re-
source. While we’re not denying that there are differences, the logs do have
desirable properties which could reflect a real VL-e trace. First of all, a
Linux RPM can be compared to a VL module. It is a software entity which
adds functionality to a system, just like a VL-module. We expect a similar
behavior and size distribution. In addition to this, we can use the time-
to-download data in our trace. VL-e retrieves the modules from different
resources. This means that bandwidth and latency may vary between these
resources just as it does between users and the NLUUG ftp-site. We can
therefore use time-to-download in our trace as the module retrieval latency
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Table 4.1: Characteristics of the NLUUG trace

Trace Trace period Total Requests Unique Requests
NLUUG 1/3/2005 - 12/3/2005 203252 (371559 MB) 51067 (89110 MB)

in case of a miss.
Because of the above reasons, we use the NLUUG log file as a basis for

our trace-driven simulations. For some characteristics of the NLUUG trace,
see table 4.1.

We are also interested in changing some aspects of the trace to observe
possible (relative) variations in policy performances. We extract the unique
modules from the NLUUG trace and use them as a basis for our artificially
generated traces. In this way we can safely change a specific parameter to
extremes, while the other parameters needed to build a trace are taken from
the original NLUUG trace. This is clarified in the Results section (4.3).

4.2 Cache Simulator

The open source simulator we use for our simulations was developed in 1997
by Pei Cao of the University of Wisconsin, and was programmed in C. It
features a number of cache policies, LRU, Size and Hybrid.

We extended the simulator with the Least Unified Value and Least Fre-
quently Used policies. LFU is interesting since it can be used as a reference
policy because of its simplicity. LUV is one of the promising LRFU policies
on the web caching front. Bahn et al. established that LUV was superior on
all fronts (hit ratio, byte hit ratio and reduced latency) compared to other
policies. We are interested to see if this is also the case in our type of VL-e
trace.

An extra output format was added to the simulator as well, which can
be used to easily generate plots.

We preprocessed the original log file so that it could be used for the
simulator. All unique URLs were assigned a unique numerical id and we
removed all incomplete downloads from the trace. One could argue that
these incomplete downloads should not be removed: however, the simulator
then assumes that the size of the file/module changes, which is not the
case. Since there is no arbitrary way to distinguish between an incomplete
download and a file-change from the trace file, we had to remove them.
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Figure 4.1: Using the Cache Simulator for VL-e Module Management

Figure 4.1 provides a general overview of how the cache simulator works.
It simulates Module Management on one (arbitrary) VL-e node. On the left
side of the picture is the trace, which serves as input for the cache simulator.
The simulator also takes as input the following parameters:

• Replacement policies to simulate

• Cache sizes to simulate

• Number of simulated requests

• Output format

• (Optional) Replacement policy parameters

The simulator starts by reading the input trace file to memory. For each
cache size and replacement strategy, one-by-one, the simulation is run.

The simulator adds the module of each request in chronological order to
the Module Repository, which is the VL-e equivalent of the cache. The col-
ored rectangles in figure 4.1 represent these modules. Each time the Module
Repository is full, the least needed module is removed by the replacement
policy. A hit is counted if the requested module is present in the Module
Repository, at the time the request occurs. If this is not the case, a miss is
counted. When each simulation finishes, statistics such as the hit ratio, the
byte hit ratio and the reduced latency are written to the output file(s).
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Depending on the replacement policy, information of all modules which
passed is kept, or only of the modules present in the Repository. All in-
formation is maintained in dynamic arrays. These are cleared after each
simulation. The next simulation (featuring a new cache size and/or replace-
ment policy) starts with a ”clean sheet”.

When we obtain the results, they are processed by a Matlab function written
by us. This function generates the plot presented in the Results section.

4.3 Results

The results of our simulations are discussed in this section. The results are
represented in graphs, which are divided in three categories: hit ratio, byte
hit ratio and reduced latency. On the x-axis we plot the cache size (in bytes).
The simulation was performed using the following cache sizes: 4, 64, 512,
1024 and 2048 MB. These sizes represent the amount of storage available
on a VL-e resource for the module repository. On the y-axis we plot the
corresponding ratio.

The results of the following replacement policies are presented in all simu-
lations:

• Least Unified Value (LUV)

• Least Frequently Used (LFU)

• Least Recently Used (LRU)

• Size

• Hybrid

Additionally, LUV is plotted with λ-parameters 0 and 1 in each graph,
since these are the border values of λ. In some cases we plot LUV using a
different λ. We refer to ”LUV-λ” in the legend of the plots and in the text.

4.3.1 NLUUG Trace

In figure 4.2, on page 35, we present the results of the original NLUUG trace.
As mentioned before, some characteristics of this trace file can be found in
table 4.1.

Size and Hybrid perform very well in the hit ratio plot (figure 4.2(a)).
Size discriminates large modules since they get evicted first, which explains
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the high hit ratio: the cache is filled with many small modules. Both Size
and Hybrid perform much worse when we look at the byte hit ratio (figure
4.2(c)) and the reduced latency (figure 4.2(e)). LRU does not perform well
in any metric in contrast with LFU. This implies that the emphasis lies on
frequency information, as opposed to recency information in this particular
trace file. LFU is the best in the byte hit rate graph, while LUV-0 outper-
forms all other policies when it comes to reduced latency.

When all metrics are taken into account, LUV-0 seems to perform best
on average, which confirms the observation that frequency information is
important here. As we explained earlier, if λ approaches 0, LUV is similar
to a weighted LFU. Normalizing the value with the weight (cost/size) of a
module thus has a positive influence on the performance of LUV-0, in the
reduced latency plot.

In [13] it is explained that LUV performance may be optimized by changing
the value of λ. We tried to find some values which increase performance for
the different metrics. They are plotted in figures 4.2(b) (hit ratio), 4.2(d)
(byte hit ratio) and 4.2(f) (reduced latency). When λ is raised only a fraction
above zero, performance immediately drops to LUV-1 level (which performs
considerately worse than LUV-0). However, when we make λ small enough,
we do see a minor improvement over LUV-0. In the plots differences are
hard to see. For example, for λ = 3 ∗ 10−7, the hit ratio gives a slightly
better performance than λ = 0 for a cache size of 2 GB. To give an idea, the
hit ratio for a 2 GB cache size with λ = 0 is 0.327736, while the hit ratio
for λ = 3 ∗ 10−7 is 0.327790.

The same applies for the byte hit ratio, where there is only a very small
improvement. There are bigger improvements for the reduced latency met-
ric. Although still not very spectacular, for a cache size of 2 GB the per-
formance benefit for λ = 6 ∗ 10−8 versus λ = 0 is almost 0.3% (which is an
improvement of 1.5%).

4.3.2 Artificial Traces

The NLUUG trace may have the same characteristics as a future VL-e
module trace. However, since we can’t establish this claim as a fact, a study
needs to be done on traces with different properties.

We developed a program which is able to generate a trace file, using a list of
unique modules as input. For this research, we extracted the unique mod-
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(a) NLUUG Hit Ratio (b) NLUUG Hit Ratio (LUV)

(c) NLUUG Byte Hit Ratio (d) NLUUG Byte Hit Ratio (LUV)

(e) NLUUG Reduced Latency (f) NLUUG Reduced Latency (LUV)

Figure 4.2: NLUUG Trace Results
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(a) Zipf-like Fit (linear axes) (b) Zipf-like Fit (log axes)

Figure 4.3: Using the Zipf-like distribution to model module popularity

ules (in order of appearance), together with their sizes, from the NLUUG
trace. The module file can then be used as a basis for generating our ar-
tificial traces. Parameters can be adjusted to generate a customized trace
file:

• Time between trace occurrences

• Module retrieval bandwidth (in case of a miss)

• Module selection

Time and bandwidth can be set to a constant value. All three parame-
ters can also be set to follow a certain Probability Density Function (PDF)
such as the exponential distribution, normal (Gaussian) distribution or the
Poisson distribution. A library for these distributions was used, which was
written by Steve Park and Dave Geyer in 1998. We added the Zipf-like
distribution ourselves, which is explained below.

4.3.2.1 Zipf-like Distribution

Our first objective is to find the frequency distribution of the NLUUG trace,
since this is an important property which may affect the (relative) perfor-
mance of different policies.

It is impossible to create a good fit of the original trace with any of the
well known Probability Density Functions (Gauss, exponential etc.). How-
ever, L. Breslau, Pei Cao et al. proved in their publication [15] that the
popularity of web documents usually follows a Zipf-like distribution. The
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relative access frequency for a document is inversely proportional to the
rank of the document. In other words, some of the modules get a large
percentage of the queries, leaving others to be asked for quite rarely. We
would like to find out if the Zipf-like distribution fits our type of trace as well.

The Zipf-like distribution is defined as follows in equation 4.1:

PN (i) =
Ω
iα

(4.1)

where

Ω =
( N∑

i=1

1
iα

)−1

(4.2)

given the arrival of a new request in a trace, PN (i) is the probability that
module i is requested. i represents the rank in popularity, where a lower i

is more popular. N represents the total number of unique modules.

α is a parameter where 0 < α < 1. A higher α makes popular modules
even more popular, while a lower α gives more weight to the tail. Breslau
and Cao observed that in the case of web caching, α ranges from 0.6 to 0.8.
To give an impression, in the case that α = 0.8, 0.3% of the objects get 40%
of the requests. In the original Zipf distribution [16], α was fixed to 1.

If we look at figure 4.3 we can see clearly that the Zipf-like distribution
is a good fit for representing the popularity of modules. α is set to 0.4 for
our trace.

4.3.2.2 Zipf-like Traces

We start by generating artificial traces where the modules are selected using
the Zipf-like distribution.

Trace 1 uses α = 0.4, which is a good fit for the frequency distribution
of the NLUUG data. The results of this trace are plotted in figure 4.4 in
the left column. We observe the hit ratio (figure 4.4(a)), the byte hit ratio
(figure 4.4(c)) and the reduced latency (figure 4.4(e)) metrics, and compare
these to the results of the NLUUG trace (figure 4.2). While both sets of re-
sults look reasonably similar, there is a relative drop in performance of the
recency based algorithms. Recency based algorithms are LRU and LUV.
LUV is partly recency based. Recency information is clearly missing in our
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(a) Trace 1: Hit Ratio (α = 0.4) (b) Trace 2: Hit Ratio (α = 0.1)

(c) Trace 1: Byte Hit Ratio (α = 0.4) (d) Trace 2: Byte Hit Ratio (α = 0.1)

(e) Trace 1: Reduced Latency (α = 0.4) (f) Trace 2: Reduced Latency (α = 0.1)

Figure 4.4: Zipf-like traces simulation results (Part 1)
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(a) Trace 3: Hit Ratio (α = 0.9) (b) Trace 3: Byte Hit Ratio (α = 0.9)

(c) Trace 3: Reduced Latency (α = 0.9)Figure 4.5: Zipf-like traces simulation results (Part 2)

traces, which has a negative impact on policies (partly) relying on this kindof information. When a certain module is requested, that fact alone doesnot boost the probability that it may occur again. This is discussed in thesection where we introduce the Shifting Gauss.Not only recency based algorithms su�er from the lack of recency in-formation. This also a�ects other algorithms, which means there is somecorrelation between lack of recency information and their performance. Thiswould also explain the bigger performance gap in the hit ratio betweensize/hybrid and the other policies, compared to the NLUUG trace (figure4.2).Now we want to change theαparameter to extremes, to analyze impacton the relative performance of the policies. We �rst setαto a very lowvalue, which makes the most popular modules somewhat less popular, and39



Figure 4.6: Using the normal (Gaussian) distribution to model module pop-
ularity

result in a somewhat uniform distribution. Then α is set to a very high
value, which makes popular modules occur less frequently. The Zipf-like
distributions are plotted in figure 4.3(b) with both the x and y-axis in log
scale. This makes comparison easier.

Trace 2 (right column of figure 4.4) uses α = 0.1. The distribution
now has characteristics of a uniform distribution. Caching policies have
much difficulty caching uniform distributions, since all modules occur at
(almost) the same frequency. All policies have trouble coping with this kind
of distribution. Only Size and Hybrid seem to be the positive exception when
it comes to the the hit rate (figure 4.4(b)) and the reduced latency (figure
4.4(f)). Size only caches very small modules, which explains its superiority
in the hit rate plot. The huge performance difference there also accounts
for the small advantage of Size in the reduced latency metric, compared to
the other policies. In the byte hit rate (figure 4.4(d)) all policies perform
equally bad.

While a (nearly) uniform distribution has a devastating impact on cache
policy performance, we expect policies not to have any problems with a trace
where there are just a few very popular modules. This is the case for Trace
3 (figure 4.5), where α = 0.9. For all 3 metrics we see very good results
for most policies. Especially the frequency based policies perform very well.
A large frequency of just a few modules also has a positive influence on
recency based modules such as LRU. Only LUV-1 lags behind, which is
recency based. However, a weight factor is included in the LUV policy.
This may account for its poor performance.
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4.3.2.3 Gaussian Traces

Since it is not sure that the popularity model in a real VL-e trace will comply
to a Zipf-like distribution, we now do some tests with a Gaussian distribu-
tion.

The Gaussian (normal) distribution has a very different shape, like a bell
shaped curve. The tail of a Gaussian distribution is relatively small, while
the popular modules are not as popular as in a Zipf-like distribution. The
normal distribution is symmetric, with the highest probability on the mean.
The standard deviation (σ) determines the width of the distribution. Be-
cause we would like to be able to compare the results in an easy way with
the Zipf-like distribution, we decided to retain the same popularity order.
This implies that we set the mean at 0 and ignore negative values when
generating the trace.

Our objective is to change the percentage of unique requests versus total
requests. We would like to see if changing this parameter to extremes influ-
ences the relative performances of the replacement policies. In the original
trace, the ratio of unique requests/total requests was 25%.

In the first Gaussian distributed trace, the curve is relatively narrow.
The second trace has a much wider curve. In figure 4.6, a plot of the narrow,
wide and original distribution curve is displayed for illustrative purposes.

The results of running the traces through the cache simulator are dis-
played in figure 4.7. On the left side of the page the results of Trace 4, which
is the narrow curve, are displayed. On the right side the results of Trace 5
can be found.

In Trace 4, the unique request ratio is 7%. When we observe the plot of
the hit ratio (figure 4.7(a)) we notice that Size and Hybrid again perform
best here, just as in the NLUUG trace (figure 4.2). LUV-0 still follows in
second place. This may be explained by the fact that there is a frequency
benefit again. LFU-like algorithms (LFU and LUV-0) perform well. In
the byte hit rate (figure 4.7(c)) LFU and LUV-0 also perform best, while
Size and Hybrid end last. In the reduced latency (figure 4.7(e)) plot, LFU
again takes the lead. The second place is for LUV-0, which just edges
past Hybrid in performance. Hybrid here does reach its goal of optimizing
reduced latency, where it didn’t in the real trace.

Trace 5 is on the other end of the spectrum with its unique request
ratio of 63%. To boost the unique request ratio, this trace only consists
of 51000 requests, while all other artificial traces consist of the original
203252 requests from the NLUUG trace. Such a large percentage of unique
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requests make it very hard for policies to cache efficiently. Since the Gaussian
curve is very wide (to boost the number of unique modules occurring) it
approximates a uniform distribution, as we can see in figure 4.6. We see all
policies struggling with this. Hybrid does a relatively good job in the byte
hit rate (figure 4.7(d)) and the reduced latency (figure 4.7(f)). LFU drops
to the last place, since frequency information has become almost useless.
LRU is doing better. Both LUV’s perform reasonably when we look at the
reduced latency. It seems that the weight factor in LUV accounts for this,
since it prevents having to retrieve modules with a relatively large cost again.
In the byte hit rate all algorithms are very close.

Changing the λ parameter for the two previous traces again did not have
much effect on the results, so we did not plot them.

4.3.2.4 Shifting Gauss

The previous artificial traces were biased towards frequency based policies.
We would now like to create a trace which is more sensitive to recency based
policies and analyze the influence on our results. We have devised a method
we call ”Shifting Gauss” to accomplish this.

The method shifts a Gaussian distribution over a set of unique modules
(in our case NLUUG) every few requests, to generate a trace. This means
that the mean of the distribution shifts x modules every n requests. While
generating the trace, the Gaussian distribution maintains a constant stan-
dard deviation (σ), which is relatively small. The idea behind ”Shifting
Gauss” is that it mostly eliminates frequency information. When we keep
n small enough, frequency based policies are unable to adapt to the regu-
larly changing set of modules. Recency based methods should not have any
problems since they adapt quicker to these kinds of changes.

In figure 4.8 we have plotted an example of generating a trace using the
Shifting Gauss method. Request 0 to 999 are generated from the red-colored
distribution. Request 1000 to 1999 are generated using the green-colored dis-
tribution, etcetera. Each distribution has a σ of 1000. The distance between
each gaussian curve equals 7 ∗ σ, which makes sure that the curves don’t
overlap too much. In this specific example the distance between each curve
is 7000.

We have to keep in mind some issues while generating a trace to successfully
prevent sensitivity to frequency based policies:
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(a) Trace 4: Hit Ratio (b) Trace 5: Hit Ratio

(c) Trace 4: Byte Hit Ratio (d) Trace 5: Byte Hit Ratio

(e) Trace 4: Reduced Latency (f) Trace 5: Reduced Latency

Figure 4.7: Artificial Trace Results: Unique/Total Requests Trace 4: 7% Trace 5: 63%
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Figure 4.8: Shifting Gauss Example

• Shift the Gaussian distribution often

• Use a small σ

• Don’t overflow the total amount of unique modules

Trace 6 uses a σ of 100 (modules) and shifts 700 modules every 1000 requests.
The results are displayed in figure 4.9. In figure 4.9(a) we see that Size and
Hybrid are defeated for the first time in a hit rate plot. LRU benefits strongly
and gains a number 1 position. This is in line with what we expected. LRU
performs best in the byte hit ratio (figure 4.9(b)) and the reduced latency
(figure 4.9(c)) as well. All other algorithms perform much worse. The best
of the other algorithms is LUV-1, which is the recency based variant of LUV.

4.4 Discussion

We have performed many experiments, but there is one question we are most
interested in.

Which replacement policy should we use in our module management system?

Even after our experiments there is no clear answer to this question. The
answer is that it really depends on the objective.

If we would like to optimize the hit ratio, Size or Hybrid are a very safe
choice, since in almost every case they are the winners. Optimizing the hit
ratio is nice for the user, since they usually don’t have to wait for a small
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(a) Trace 6: Hit Ratio (b) Trace 6: Byte Hit Ratio

(c) Trace 6: Reduced Latency

Figure 4.9: ”Shifting Gauss” Method

module to be retrieved and installed. However, a user does have a big chance
to get a miss, if he/she requests a bigger module.

Our experiments show that when we optimize reduced latency, this comes
at the cost of the hit ratio. The byte hit ratio and the reduced latency don’t
differ much in most cases.

So which metric would we like to optimize in the case of VL-e? In
this case it would probably be the reduced latency, since optimizing this
metric prevents unnecessary traffic. This saves money and prevents network
saturation.

If we would like an algorithm which performs reasonable in all metrics,
this would probably be LUV. Its performance is not as superior in our type
of simulations as in [13] and [10] for web caching. However, the average
performance still is impressive. The logarithmic computational and linear
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space complexity are very reasonable as well.
In most cases LUV-0 outperforms LUV-1, except for traces which have

a very strong recency characteristic (such as in the Shifting Gauss method).
Unfortunately we did not once measure any worthwhile benefit by adjusting
the λ parameter between 0 and 1. We think that this has something to do
with equation 3.7. The factor 1/2 may be too small for our type of trace. In
web caching, time between occurrences is much smaller. Setting this value
somewhat closer to 1 would give more weight to past occurrences, and may
improve performance. This is something that we have not tested and could
be part of future research. Currently, it is just a hypothesis.

Finally, the traditional policies LRU and LFU also performed well. How-
ever, they are not very suitable for broad range of traces since they only focus
on recency and frequency information, respectively.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future

Work

5.1 Conclusions

In this thesis, we discussed a component in the Virtual Laboratory for e-
Science which should be automated, namely module deployment and man-
agement. Using an representative example of the problems which arise in
the current system, we concluded that it is absolutely essential to automate
module deployment. An architecture was introduced which can be used as
a blueprint for implementation.

Existing software deployment and packaging systems were compared and
analyzed for their suitability for module deployment.

From a scientific perspective, we were more interested in optimizing mod-
ule management. This is why we focused our research on this aspect. The
question was raised how modules should be removed in case we run out of
hard disk space. Several replacement policies from hardware caching and
web caching were introduced.

We investigated, with the help of simulations, if these policies can be
used effectively within the VL-e module management environment. In the
simulations, we applied these policies to a download trace from the Nether-
lands UNIX User Group (NLUUG). In addition to this, artificial traces were
generated using a program we wrote. These artificial traces were used to
set parameters to extremes and measure the effects on performance of the
policies.
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There are many differences between caching systems in general and module
replica management. We may conclude from our simulations however, that
using traditional caching policies in a VL-e environment, does result in a
good performance.

As we discussed in section 4.4, it is hard to pick which is the best pol-
icy. It depends on the nature of the trace. As a starting point, we would
recommend using LUV with λ = 0, which shows an above average perfor-
mance on almost any trace and metric. When the VL-e system is up and
running, a suitable policy should be chosen by analyzing real traces and by
taking into account the metric we would like to optimize. We recommend
maximizing the reduced latency, since this spares download time and saves
on network load.

The way we have addressed the problem is general enough to make our
work widely usable. The design may be incorporated into existing grid-
based projects, possibly with some modifications.

5.2 Future Work

The system we introduced is a blueprint which still has to be implemented.
The module management software could be integrated in a module itself
and made a part of the standard VL-e installation package for new nodes.
The simulator can be easily adapted so that it could be used for real traces
and as part of the management system.

One of the most important goals of VL-e is to be as generic as possible.
Therefore, an important part of future research should be focused on this
requirement. We already briefly touched some issues. In fact, most limita-
tions considering module deployment and management are in the package
managers which are currently available. The current packaging systems
have some limitations, such as limited computer language support and lim-
ited OS support. Windows and Macintosh are not supported. It might be
worth researching other packaging systems, or extending current systems.
This makes a more generic VL-e possible.

Future research may also include a system which implements dynamically
changing replacement strategies, when the nature of the trace changes. Also,
a better module replacement strategy may be found if it is specifically de-
signed for VL-e traces. However, existing policies seem to give good results.
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A completely satisfying solution to the dependency issues addressed in sec-
tion 3.3.4 was not found. We found that little research has been done in
the area of caching with dependency relations. The examples presented in
section 3.3.4 on page 27 were very simple. Dependency trees may be much
more complex. Also, issues such as version management should be consid-
ered: does each version of a module have its own dependency tree? This
could be a very interesting future research topic.

Finally, in the area of module deployment, more research could be done
on efficient module retrieval. Currently, the system downloads from only
one source (a node, or a global repository). In order to decrease down-
load time for large modules and spread network load, something similar to
BitTorrent could be implemented. BitTorrent divides a file (or module) in
several parts and downloads it from several sources at a time. To implement
multi-threaded downloads, the current deployment and packaging systems
should be modified.
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